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Lecture 4: Economics 270c

• Lecturer: Prof. Ted Miguel
Email: emiguel@econ.berkeley.edu
Office hours: Mondays 9-11am, Evans 647

• Course assistant: Jonas Hjort (hjort@econ.berkeley.edu)
Extra sections: Where? When?
Extra office hours: To be arranged with Jonas
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Macroeconomic growth empirics
Lecture 1: Global patterns of economic growth and development (1/20)
Lecture 2: Inequality and growth (1/27)
The political economy of development
Lecture 3: History and institutions (2/3)
Lecture 4: Corruption (2/10)
Lecture 5: Patronage politics (2/17)
Lecture 6: Democracy and development (2/24)
Lecture 7: Economic Theories of Conflict (3/3) – Guest lecture by Gerard Padro
Lecture 8: War and Economic Development (3/10)
Human resources
Lecture 9: Human capital and income growth (3/17)
Lecture 10: Increasing human capital (3/31)
Lecture 11: Labor markets and migration (4/7)
Lecture 12: Health and nutrition (4/14)
Lecture 13: The demand for health (4/21)
Other topics
Lecture 14: Environment and development (4/28)
Lecture 15: Resource allocation and firm productivity (5/5)
Additional topics for the development economics field exam
-- Ethnic and social divisions
-- The Economics of HIV/AIDS
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• Prerequisites: Graduate microeconomics, econometrics

• Grading:
Four referee reports – 40%

First referee report passed back today
Second referee report due next week, Feb. 17, 2009

Two problem sets – 20%
Research proposal – 30%
Class participation – 10%
No final exam

• All readings are available online (see syllabus)

• Additional references on syllabus
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(1) Corruption and economic development
(2) Measuring corruption, Fisman (2001), Reinikka and 

Svensson (2004)
(3) Controlling corruption, Becker and Stigler (1974) and 

Olken (2007)
(4) Extra time: cultures of corruption, Fisman and Miguel 

(2007)

Lecture 4 outline
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• Corruption comes in many forms
• Transparency International (TI) and others: the abuse of 

public office for private gain

• Bribes, theft, nepotism
• Red tape as the means to extract bribes

(1) What is corruption?
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• Corruption comes in many forms
• Transparency International (TI) and others: the abuse of 

public office for private gain

• Bribes, theft, nepotism
• Red tape as the means to extract bribes

• Where does corruption flourish? In settings with weak 
“institutions”, primarily legal

• Data is a key constraint: if bribe-takers and givers are 
doing a decent job, there’s (usually) no paper trail

(1) What is corruption?
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• Do more corrupt countries have less investment and 
slower economic growth?

• Mauro (1995, QJE) focuses on “bureaucratic efficiency”
(BE) related to corruption, red tape

• Countries with greater BE have more investment and 
faster economic growth in the cross-section

(1) Does corruption stifle economic growth?
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• Do more corrupt countries have less investment and 
slower economic growth?

• Mauro (1995, QJE) focuses on “bureaucratic efficiency”
(BE) related to corruption, red tape

• Countries with greater BE have more investment and 
faster economic growth in the cross-section

• But is this causal? Endogeneity, omitted variables
-- An early use of IV in cross-country growth work: ethno-
linguistic fractionalization (ELF) as an IV for corruption

(1) Does corruption stifle economic growth?
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• Estimating the economic growth consequences of 
corruption has been a challenge: measuring corruption is 
hard, as is dealing with identification challenges

• Many reasons to think corruption can hurt growth:
(1) restricts government’s ability to conduct effective 
public policy / provide public goods
(2) imposes a tax burden on HHs and businesses
(3) distortions due to secretive behavior

(1) Does corruption stifle economic growth?
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• Estimating the economic growth consequences of 
corruption has been a challenge: measuring corruption is 
hard, as is dealing with identification challenges

• Many reasons to think that corruption hurts growth:
(1) restricts government’s ability to conduct effective 
public policy / provide public goods
(2) imposes a tax burden on HHs and businesses
(3) distortions due to secretive behavior

• Others disagree: Huntington (1968, Political Order in 
Changing Societies) argues that corruption allows those 
with high private valuations - e.g., for a permit - to bid for 
it and circumvent burdensome regulations

(1) Does corruption stifle economic growth?
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• Most existing work relies on what people say in surveys
• Corruption perceptions data (TI, WB): surveys of 

businesspeople, or country experts
• E.g., what is the typical bribe a firm like yours has to pay 

each month to the electricity company to get power?

(2) Fisman (2001)
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• Most existing work relies on what people say in surveys
• Corruption perceptions data (TI, WB): surveys of 

businesspeople, or country experts
• E.g., what is the typical bribe a firm like yours has to pay 

each month to the electricity company to get power?

• An alternative approach: measure what people do, 
revealed preference measures

• How much do markets value (presumably corrupt) 
political connections? A study of Suharto’s Indonesia, 
which was ranked as among the world’s most corrupt 
countries at the time

(2) Fisman (2001)
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• Event studies estimate how stock prices react to news
• If stock markets are efficient, the change in a firm’s value 

reflects how the firm’s profits were affected by the news
• E.g., an FDA announcement unexpectedly rejecting a 

new drug sends a pharmaceutical company price falling

(2) Fisman (2001)
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• Event studies estimate how stock prices react to news
• If stock markets are efficient, the change in a firm’s value 

reflects how the firm’s profits were affected by the news
• E.g., an FDA announcement unexpectedly rejecting a 

new drug sends a pharmaceutical company price falling

• The “news” in Indonesia: rumors about Suharto’s poor 
health during 1995-1997
-- Lexis/Nexus search on “Suharto, health, Indonesia & 
(stock or financial)” turned up six episodes

(2) Fisman (2001)
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• Suharto’s health shocks could lead to political instability 
and a general drop in stock prices
-- But his loss of power would be particularly important 
for his “cronies”, including his children, all of whom were 
“successful” industrialists (E.g., his son “Tommy”)

• A local economic consulting firm had created a “Suharto
dependency index” (POLi) for 79 large firms, seen as a 
critical determinant of future profitability
-- Values from 1 (long-time opponents) to 5 (family)

(2) Fisman (2001)
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• Event study methodology
-- A firm i’s return during the event window (typically 
plus/minus a few days) is Ri,e

• For each of the six events, run the following regression:
Ri,e = αe + βePOLi + µi,e

• The finding that β < 0 is consistent with Suharto-
connected firms being hurt more by the threat of his 
health problems (and possible demise)
-- More precisely, is there a broad market perception that 
these ties have value

(2) Fisman (2001)
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1 2 3 4 5
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• An alternative event study methodology, with pooled 
data (like difference-in-differences), where NRe is the 
market return (how bad the news was overall)

Ri,e = α + β1POLi + β2NRe + β3(POLi * NRe) + µi,e

• The finding that β3 > 0 is consistent with Suharto-
connected firms being hurt more by the threat of his 
health problems (and possible demise)

(2) Fisman (2001)
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The value of political connections to Suharto? Up to 22 percent
* Ray found that Jakarta investors estimated that the JCI would 
drop 20% if Suharto died. The max difference in POL is 5-1=4. 
The coefficient is 0.28 (-20%) x (4) x (0.28) = -22%
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• Related studies from the U.S.
• Jayachandran (2006), the Jeffords Effects in the U.S. 

when Sen. Jim Jeffords left the Republican Party in 
2001, tipping the Senate to the Democrats
-- She finds that firms that donated “soft money” to the 
Republicans lost stock market value while firms that 
donated to Democrats gained in value

(2) Fisman (2001)
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• Related studies from the U.S.
• Jayachandran (2006), the Jeffords Effects in the U.S. 

when Sen. Jim Jeffords left the Republican Party in 
2001, tipping the Senate to the Democrats
-- She finds that firms that donated “soft money” to the 
Republicans lost stock market value while firms that 
donated to Democrats gained in value

• Fisman et al (2006) on the value of ties to Dick Cheney
-- Did Haliburton stock dip when Cheney had one of his 
several “heart events” since November 2000? No.

(2) Fisman (2001)
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• Large fractions of government spending in poor 
countries like Uganda go to education. How much of it 
actually makes it to the schools?

• Use the Public Expenditure Tracking Survey (PETS) 
methodology developed by the World Bank: compare 
central government records of transfers “out” for non-
wage spending (i.e., for books), to local school records 
to transfers “in”. How much disappears along the way, 
especially at the district government level?

• Note: the size of these education grants were not well-
publicized to communities

(2) Reinikka and Svensson (2004)
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• District governments received the money (the program 
tracked bank account records) but didn’t pass it on
-- Only 13% of the funding made it to the schools, and 
the median school got nothing
-- Poorer communities got even less on average 
(perhaps due to lobbying or information?)

• Very high degree of leakage / theft. Unfortunately, they 
find comparable rates in several other African countries.

(2) Reinikka and Svensson (2004)
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• How can we control corruption?
• Model of corruptible enforcers (police, auditors, judges)

-- Wage w, outside wage v rents w – v

(3) Becker and Stigler (1974)
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• How can we control corruption?
• Model of corruptible enforcers (police, auditors, judges)

-- Wage w, outside wage v rents w – v

• If accept a bribe, get detected with prob. p v
-- Not detected with prob. 1 – p w + b

• In equilibrium, the (benevolent) planner can set the wage 
so that the enforcer is indifferent between being corrupt 
or clean: w = pv + (1 – p)(w+b)

w* = v + [(1 – p) / p]b

(3) Becker and Stigler (1974)
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• Boosting enforcement (p) reduces rents to bureaucrats, 
and could reduce corruption (in a model extension)

• Imagine the social cost of an audit is A, so the total cost 
of enforcement is pA
-- The planner could more cheaply fight corruption by 
punishing corrupt officials (v – τ) while simultaneously 
reducing the odds of getting caught (p 0)

(3) Becker and Stigler (1974)
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• Cultures of corruption: let the wage be fixed at w, but 
imagine detection risk p depends on how many other 
people are corrupt, fraction c
-- E.g., if everyone else is taking bribes, lower odds of 
getting caught. In fact there may be active pressure to be 
corrupt. Over time more and more corrupt types might 
select into the agency, reinforcing the pattern

• For simplicity let p(c) = 1 – c
• The equilibrium condition is now w – v = [c / (1 – c)]b

(3) Becker and Stigler (1974)
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-- A temporary crackdown on corruption could have permanent 
effects in this multiple equilibrium case
-- Temporarily higher bureaucrat wages could reduce corruption
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• How can we control corruption?
-- A study of village road construction in Indonesia
-- 608 villages building 1-3 km stretches of non-asphalt 
road in Java

• Top-down (audits) versus bottom-up (community 
monitoring) approaches to controlling corruption
-- There was a 100% chance of an audit in the top-down 
intervention (accountants from Jakarta)
-- Extra village meetings (meeting invitations), 
anonymous comment forms in the bottom-up 
intervention. Popular “community drive development”
(CDD) approach to local public goods

(3) Olken (2007)
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• An innovation of this study is its careful method of 
measuring corruption: taking road 40cm x 40cm core 
samples and estimating the cost, e.g., cheap sand can 
be substituted for expensive rocks in corrupt villages

• Comparing estimated cost to actual spending by the 
village government gives estimated corruption / theft

(3) Olken (2007)
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• An innovation of this study is its careful method of 
measuring corruption: taking road 40cm x 40cm core 
samples and estimating the cost, e.g., cheap sand can 
be substituted for expensive rocks in corrupt villages

• Comparing estimated cost to actual spending by the 
village government gives estimated corruption / theft
-- 29% of funds were stolen in control villages

• Top-down audits were much more effective than the 
bottom-up participatory approach, reducing theft 9 
percentage points, or roughly 30% - a large effect 

(3) Olken (2007)
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• How important is legal enforcement (like the audits in 
Olken 2007) versus cultural norms in driving the 
corruption that we see?

• Disentangling the role of social norms versus legal 
enforcement – the identification problem:
– Societies that place little weight on eradicating 

corruption may both have weak anti-corruption social 
norms and weak legal enforcement

– Need exogenous variation in both dimensions

• Foreign aid donors / policymakers want to improve 
“governance” in poor countries. Should they focus on:
– Constraining opportunistic behavior (through the law)
– Promoting positive behavior (through cultural change)

(4) Fisman and Miguel (2007)
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• Create a “real-world” cross-country measure of 
bureaucratic corruption using parking violations by 
diplomats in New York City
– Diplomatic immunity means no legal enforcement –

so diplomats were constrained only by norms
– Thousands of diplomats from 149 countries, all acting 

in the same setting (Midtown Manhattan)

• We also exploit a policy change in New York City that 
dramatically increased legal enforcement against parking 
violations in 2002

(4) Fisman and Miguel (2007)



Countries with the most unpaid violations 





No unpaid violations (>5 diplomats) 



Parking violations are well within bounds
• Diplomats may be issued parking tickets but cannot be 

legally subpoenaed to pay them

• “Diplomatic immunity is most commonly viewed as the 
best ‘free parking’ coupon in town…diplomats can park 
as they please” (BBC)
– Diplomatic parking violations are a worldwide problem 

(New York, London, Paris, Seoul…)



Identifying the effect of culture/norms
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Immunity eliminates differential enforcement
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Increased enforcement post-2002
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NYC diplomatic parking violation data

• Vehicle registrant
• License plate number
• Date and time of violation
• Type of parking violation
• Location of violation
• Fine, Penalty, Amount Paid
• Country of diplomat



Sample violations – “page 1” of dataset
plate name date time description location fine penalty pay country
022PSD 11/24/1997 0200P NO STD-LIMITS 158 E 56 ST 55 60 0 ZIMBABWE
020PSD PERMANENT MISSION O11/24/1997 0201P NO STD-TRCK LOD 137 E 56 ST 55 60 0 ZIMBABWE
001PSD ZIMBABWE UN MISSION11/24/1997 0201P NO STD-LIMITS 128 E 56 ST 55 60 0 ZIMBABWE
042PSD xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 11/24/1997 0208P NO STD-TRCK LOD 222 E 56 ST 55 60 0 ZIMBABWE
256YRD PERMANENT MISSION O11/24/1997 0220P NO PRKG-LIMITS 1075 45 AVE 50 60 0 RUSSIA
040QSD MISSION , MOZAMBIQU11/24/1997 0221P NO STD-LIMITS 17 E 50 ST 55 10 0 MOZAMBIQUE
001TMD PERMANENT MISSION O11/24/1997 0245P NO STD-TRCK LOD 55 60 0 ICELAND
110DMD xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 11/24/1997 0246P NO STD-TRCK LOD 45 E 19 ST 55 60 0 IRAN
051CYD xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 11/24/1997 0247P NO PRKG-LIMITS 4 SPRING ST 55 60 0 CHINA (PRC)
039KSD xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 11/24/1997 0258P EXPIRED METER 1524 2ND AVE 55 60 0 MEXICO
001LCD VENEZUELA UN MISSIO11/24/1997 0320P DOUBLE PKG 16 E 81 ST 55 60 0 VENEZUELA
037JPD xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 11/24/1997 0330P DOUBLE PKG 31 BEEKMAN PL 55 60 0 TUNISIA
034QXD PERMANENT MISSION O11/24/1997 0331P NO STD-TRCK LOD 425 PARK AVE 55 60 0 PAKISTAN
016TUD xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 11/24/1997 0338P NO STD-TRCK LOD 1167 BWAY 55 60 0 GUINEA
008KXD P M OF THE REPUBLIC 11/24/1997 0405P EXPIRED METER 134 E 70 ST 55 60 0 SUDAN
049TFD xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 11/24/1997 0434A OTHER 333 E 38 ST 55 60 0 ALGERIA
015THD P M OF THE ARAB REP11/24/1997 0434P EXPIRED METER 27 E 67 ST 55 60 0 EGYPT
001DBD MISSION , COSTA RICA 11/24/1997 0438P NO STD-TRCK LOD 222 E 44 ST 55 60 0 COSTA RICA
050AQD SYRIA UN MISSION 11/24/1997 0443P NO STD-TRCK LOD 303 E 44 ST 55 60 0 SYRIA
024FJD xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 11/24/1997 0443P NO STD-TRCK LOD 236 W 47 ST 55 60 0 LEBANON
108JFD NIGERIA UN MISSION 11/24/1997 0445P NO STD-TRCK LOD 304 E 44 ST 55 60 0 NIGERIA
076QZD xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 11/24/1997 0450P DOUBLE PKG 325 E 38TH ST 55 60 0 INDONESIA
007QSD MISSION , MOZAMBIQU11/24/1997 0513P DOUBLE PKG 425 E 50 ST 55 60 0 MOZAMBIQUE
001FRD MISSION , PHILIPPINES 11/24/1997 0515P NO STD-LIMITS 55 60 0 PHILIPPINES
041KVD xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 11/24/1997 0549P NO STD-TRCK LOD 134 E 43 ST 55 60 0 SAUDI ARABIA



Diplomats, registered vehicles per country

• The United Nations “Bluebook” lists all U.N. permanent 
mission members with diplomatic immunity, 1998
– Allows us to compute the annual number of unpaid 

parking violations per diplomat

• Number of registered diplomatic vehicles per country 
(Source: U.N. Parking Office)
– Only available for 2006, but number of vehicles is 

apparently quite stable over time



Legal consequences of unpaid violations

• Before October 2002:
NONE

• After October 2002:
-- “[The Bloomberg administration] threatened to revoke 
the plates of scofflaws and subtract however much they 
owed in fines from the foreign aid their countries 
received.” (Washington Post)
-- 30 countries actually had some diplomatic plates 
stripped in October 2002





Country-level Data
• Corruption index (Source: Kaufmann et al, 2005) 
• Log per capita GDP (WDI, 1998)
• U.S. foreign aid (Kuziemko and Werker, 2006)
• Geographic distance from the U.S. (CEPII)
• Affinity for USA (Pew, 2002)

– “Please tell me if you have a very favorable, 
somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable or very 
unfavorable opinion of the United States”



Main Results
• We focus on both country-level and diplomat-level 

negative binomial count models

• Social norms and legal enforcement are both influential:
-- An increase in country-level corruption from a country 
like Norway (-2.35) to Nigeria (+1.01) is associated with 
an 80% increase in unpaid diplomatic parking tickets
-- This is the combined effect of individual psychic costs 
(“conscience”) and informal social sanctions

• Greater legal enforcement after 2002 reduces unpaid 
parking tickets by 98%







Robustness of the main finding
• The strong link between parking violations and the 

country corruption index is robust to (Table 4):
– Controls for the number of diplomatic vehicles, and 

average government salaries
– OLS specifications rather than negative binomial
– Violations outside of the UN “business district” and 

during off-work hours





Corruption culture vs. disposable income

• H0: Rich country diplomats commit lots of violations but 
their mission pays for them
– No, results are robust to counting paid and unpaid 

parking violations (Appendix A2)

• H0: Rich country diplomats can afford garage spots, 
while poor diplomats overstay street meters
– No, the same pattern holds for “socially egregious”

and “after hours” violations



Is there gradual socialization of diplomats?
• Do diplomats adjust over time to local conditions?

• H1: converge to U.S. norm
- Individual violation frequency declines over time
- Largest decline for diplomats from corrupt countries

• H2: converge to “no enforcement” norm
- Individual violation frequency increases over time
- Largest increase for diplomats from clean countries





Discussion
• Corruption norms are persistent and important: 

diplomats from corrupt countries commit substantially 
more violations when there is no enforcement

• But legal enforcement matters a lot, too: violations fell by 
98% after October 2002
-- NYC is a good setting to study increased enforcement

• Socialization of diplomats: in the anarchic pre-2002 
environment, diplomats “learned” to commit violations
-- How persistent are these changes? Are low corruption 
cultures mainly a legacy of good law enforcement?
-- There is no cookbook on how public policy can change 
culture, and program impacts may be locally specific
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Whiteboard #1
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Whiteboard #2
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Whiteboard #3
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Whiteboard #4
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Whiteboard #5
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